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Dear VDH Family - 


As we re-open our office for elective and routine dental care (yay!!!) there will be a lot changes 
to the way you are used to being treated. We hope that this letter will summarize these 
changes in a very clear fashion. We have also prepared a Safety Protocol document for your 
review. We want you all to know that our priority is, has always been, and will continue to be 
providing a healthy and safe dental home for our patients and our team. We have always 
believed that our dental office is different than others because of the environment of joy, 
positivity, and laughter that we provide in addition to our top-notch dental therapies. Our focus 
on meeting and exceeding health and safety requirements in the era of COVID-19 will be very 
obvious to you when you enter our office. But our focus on continuing to provide a fun and 
joyful dental office and exceptional treatment and service at every visit will still be as prominent 
as ever - just covered up with more PPE! :) 


- You will be sent an email with important information regarding your appointment one week in 
advance of your appointment. This email will be resent periodically until completed. If we 
don’t receive all of this information 48 (non-weekend, non-holiday) hours prior to your 
appointment, we will need to reschedule your appointment. This email will contain an intake 
form if you are a new patient, a medical history update form if one is needed, any treatment 
consent forms that are necessary for your appointment, and may also contain other 
documentation relevant to your appointment. Please contact us at 410.666.1178 if you have 
any questions about these forms.


- You will be asked to answer several screening questions at the time you schedule your 
appointment and when you confirm your appointment. You will also be screened for a fever 
greater than 100.4℉. These are CDC and Maryland Department of Health requirements.


- When you arrive for your appointment please text us “HERE” at 410.666.1178. You will be 
sent a link to an online form to verify the COVID-19 screening questions. There will be four 
reserved parking spaces in front of our office for your convenience. 


- Our reception room will be closed indefinitely. You will be texted when we are ready for you, 
so please wait patiently in your vehicle. Please ensure to wear a face covering before exiting 
your vehicle. Once you enter, your temperature will be scanned. You will be asked to use 
hand sanitizer and sign the appropriate consent or patient forms utilizing our tablet and your 
finger. You will then complete the check-in process at the front desk, where you will schedule 
any followup appointments and collect any prescriptions needed.


- You will then be escorted to the treatment room. Prior to starting any treatment you will be 
asked to perform a pre-procedural rinse with a mouth rinse that contains hydrogen peroxide 
to reduce the number of microbes in your mouth.


- At the conclusion of your appointment, you will be asked to perform hand hygiene prior to 
departure. Any additional payments, followup appointments or prescriptions will be taken 
care at our new side check-out station, where you can exit for your return home.


In addition to the above changes to your appointment, you should also be aware of some other 
changes at Valley Dental Health. 


- Appointments will be scheduled to allow one patient to be checked in at a time whenever 
possible.


- The reception room will have only a few chairs with no magazines.

- There will be new HEPA air purifiers in the reception room and in every treatment room, 

running continuously throughout the day.




- You may see a team member using a surface and air disinfectant in treatment rooms in 
between patients - one more extra step we are taking to ensure we don’t just meet 
standards but exceed them. It’s extremely safe, verifiably effective against coronavirus, and 
super cool!


- Every team member will be wearing a mask at all times.

- Your doctor, dental assistant, and dental hygienist will be covered with a lot more PPE than 

you are used to seeing. But remember, the love and warmth are brighter than ever, just 
covered up with some PPE.


Please note that air purifiers do tend to cool spaces down quite a bit, so if you know you tend 
to get cold easily, please bring a jacket or BYOB (Bring Your Own Blanket!).


We really can’t wait to see you again, and we are excited to get back to the work of ensuring 
healthy and beautiful smiles for our community. We welcome any questions about our new 
policies, and trust that you understand that they are all aimed at ensuring a safe and compliant 
dental home for all of us!


See you soon!


Ashley Izadi, DDS

Roham Rafat, DDS, MS

co-owners, Valley Dental Health


